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CPCP violation in Bŝ JA\f§ 
decaydecay mode 

Thee sensitivity of a detector to the physics of interest is the driving 
factorr behind the choice of detector technology and the design of the 
triggerr and data acquisition system. In this chapter we discuss the 
sensitivityy of the LHCb detector to the decay channel 
B,, —> JA|/(|i|i)(t)(KK). We consider the following three stages: 

 the event simulation involving a detailed modelling of 
thee detector and a realistic digitization of the detector 
response: : 

 the reconstruction of the events from the simulated data 
andd the determination of the physical quantities relevant 
forr the physics analysis, e.g. track momentum and 
particlee ID: 

 the study of the decay parameters and the extraction of 
thee relevant physics information. 

200 Event simulation and selection 

20.11 Detector  simulation 

Thee LHCb event simulation is done with the SICB program [19]. It 
hass the following main components: the Pythia 5.7/Jetset 7.4 event 
generatorr [36] with default settings. Geant 3.21 [28]. the detector 
definitionss and the event reconstruction. 

Thee main features of the detector simulation are summarized in 
Tablee 15. It includes the full implementation of the beam pipe 
geometryy and the vacuum tank and a realistic representation of the 
nonhomogeneous-magneticc held. 

AA full implementation of the pattern recognition of tracks is only 
donee for the vertex detector. For the main tracking system it is studied 
inn the framework of the Level-2 trigger, where it is found to give an 
efficiencyy close to l()07r for tracks with momentum above 2 GeV. 

Trackk parameters are obtained by a fit  procedure based on the 
Kalman-filterr algorithm, where the energy losses along the trajectory 
off  the particle and multiple scattering are taken into account. 

Forr the RICH the HPD resolution and efficiency are parameterized 
givingg comparable results as those obtained from a separate study. The 
particlee identity (e. (i, ju, K, p) is determined using probabilities 
obtainedd from actual RICH measurements. Information from the 
ECALL or the muon detectors is added if available. 
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Silicon n 
detector r 

Response e 

dE/dX.. charge sharing 

Digitization n 

Stripp map (40/60/80 u.m 
andd (})-detectors, see 
Sectionn 6.2). cluster 
search h 

Resolutions s 

6-188 fim (-pitch) 

RICH H 

Outer r 
Tracker r 

Inner r 
Tracker r 

ECAL L 

HCAL L 

Muon n 
detector r 

Cherenkovv photons 

Driftt time and ionization 
clusters s 

Parametrizedd efficiency 
andd resolutions of HPD 
(seee Section 6.4) 

10244 channel TDC is 
assumed d 

0.15(0.36)) mrad per track 
forr RICH 1 C4F|()(Silica) 
andd 0.06 mrad per track 
forr RICH2 

2000 |im 

(Ap/pp - 0.3-0.4̂  ) 

positionn is smeared with 60 |im resolution 

dE/dX(cut:: 1 MeVfore 
andd u. 10 MeV for had-
rons).. shower develop-
ment,, energy leakage 

dE/dXX with 500 MeV 
cutt for all particles 

dE/dX X 

averagee resolution is 
o(E)/Eo(E)/E = UWc/JË@l.5c/<  (£inGeV) 

averageaverage resolution is 
o(E)/Eo(E)/E = MWc/ JË ® 5<Z (Zi'inGcV) 

parameterizedd efficiency and resolution 

(43) ) 

Tablee 15: Detectors simulation used for physics study. 

20.22 Event production and selection 

Thee annual number of Bs —> J/y(jiji)(])(KK ) events amounts to: 

NN H = Tx Lx G/fi x P(! B) x P( 0MB) x Br X £ / N X E / ( X £ / : X £Krc-. 

where: : 

 T- 107 ,v is the number of seconds per year: 

 L=210?: cm'- s'1 is the average luminosity at LHCb: 

 Ghj, = 500 u.b. the assumed cross section for bb production in /^-collisions at LHC 

energies: : 

 P{ 1B) x H0MB) - 0.59. the fraction of bunch crossings with a single B-event and 
withoutt an accompanying minimum bias (MB) event, assuming GWi=80 mb: 

 Br=3- 10'fl, the overall branching ratio for the decay Bs —» J/\y(p:u.)<j)(KK). 
includingg the fraction of /?-quarks hadronizing into a Bs-meson (J\=0A 1): 

. the efficiencies of the Level-0. -J and -2 triggers and the reconstruction <£w/.-f-). 

Thiss leads to an expected number of events per year of 80000. using the efficiencies e,. 
determinedd in the remainder of this chapter. 
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20.33 Event samples 

Forr our study we use two samples: one sample of signal (i.e. with production of a 
Bs—>J/\|/(( 11 )0(KK) ) events, which should be selected with the largest possible efficiency, the 
otherr sample consisting of background events, which should be removed with high efficiency. 

Thee sample of signal events used in the analysis consists of 18800 events with a 
Bss —» J/vy(|i|i)<J>(KK) decay. For reasons of generator efficiency, events were generated with the 
additionall  requirement that one of the B-particles falls within a 600 mrad forward cone. This 
conditionn is satisfied by 4(Wc of the events generated within 4JI. All events subsequently passed 
thee full LHCb detector simulation, after which the trigger algorithms were applied and the 
reconstructionn was done. A sample of 1509 events satisfied the Level-0. Level-1 and Level-2 
triggerr conditions and was used for cuts optimization. 

AA sample of 430k background events (inclusive bb-events) passed the detector simulation and 
wass submitted to the trigger conditions of Level-0 and Level-!. The resulting sample consists 
off  9890 events. 

F.achh event in our analysis corresponds to a bunch crossing with a single interaction. 

20.44 Event selection 

Inn this section we review the software environment used for the event selection, estimate the 
numberr of events produced at the LHC and the number of events collected during data 
acquisition.. Details on the event selection and the precision of some important parameters are 
givenn and the background level is evaluated at the end. 

Thee procedure starts first with applying the Level-0. -1 and -2 trigger condition. Then the 
promaryy vertex is determined after which the preselection is done consisting of a check on 
particlee identity, track and vertex fit quality, and selecting on combinations of 2K and 2p 
combinationss falling within the mass window of the Bs. Finally, the performance of the selection 
proceduree is determined in terms of resolution of proper lifetime and mass of the Bs and its 
helicityy angles. 

20.4.120.4.1 SEL_JPSIPHI program 

AA general purpose output format is developed providing complete information about the 
physicall  quantities we want to analyze, while reducing the amount of data. The same 
environmentt was used before for the analyses of Bd^JAj/K s. J/yK and Bŝ »JAj/(t) decays for 
thee LOI of LHCb [311. 

Column-wisee n-tuples iCWN) (48] are used to store the relevant information. This includes 
thee "true" and measured information of reconstructed particles which contributed to the selected 
finall  state. All references between the reconstructed entities are stored as well. This uses the 
apparentt tree structure of a decay where all branches (particles) can be addressed and analyzed 
throughh references. 

First,, all possible JAj/ and <J) combinations are searched. The JA|/d) combinations having an 
invariantt mass within a lOOMeV window around the central mass of the Bs are then selected. 
Onlyy those tracks in the track list which form a Bs candidate are stored in the n-tuples. An order 
o\'o\' magnitude data reduction is achieved in this way. Using these n-tuples the preprocessing of 
thee data can be done only once while a fast optimization of the selection cuts can be done 
afterwards. . 

Apartt from the track information the other event information included is the position of the 
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primaryy vertex, the separate acceptance flags for Bs. J/y and 0 decays, the flags for 
ByBj-oscillationn and the triggers, tagging information and the "true" kinematic values of the 
generatedd B-hadrons in the event. 

20.4.2Triggering20.4.2Triggering events 

Thee trigger efficiencies. £,. are discussed below. The events available for the off-line analysis 
havee to pass 3 of the 4 trigger levels (upto Level-2). The last trigger level (Level-3) is simply a 
sett of loose off-line cuts. It is assumed that the Level-3 trigger has an efficiency of 100% and 
doess not influence the reconstruction performance. Details about the trigger algorithm are given 
inn Chapter 2. 

Eventss with aB^-> J/V|/((i|U)<J)(KK) decay are triggered at Level-0 by the presence of a high-p, 
muonn (muon detectors) or kaon (hadron calorimeters). The Level-1 and Level-2 trigger 
algorithmss require events to satisfy the event topology corresponding to a /?-quark decay. They 
performm a fast and crude reconstruction of tracks and vertices in 3D space. The Level-2 trigger 
improvess the precision of the impact parameter calculation with respect to that of Level-1. It 
usess a straight line fit in which the multiple scattering error is included taking into account the 
momentumm of the particles estimated with the spectrometer. Table 16 summarizes the rejection 
factorss at the various trigger levels for three event samples: Bs —» J/\j/(|iu_)(t>(KK). b-inclusive 
andd minimum bias events. Because of the tight selection criteria, i.e. particle identification and 
reconstructionn of high mass states (JA|/. D and B-mesons) the minimum bias sample is reduced 
too practically zero at Level-3 while no events of interest wil l be rejected. In the following 
discussionn the selection cuts are optimized so that the ratio of obtained signal events <BS—>J/y<|)) 
too the background (/^-inclusive) is maximized. 

i i 

Produced d 

Accepted d 

Level-0 0 

L00 x Level-1 

LOxx LI  x Level-2 

L00 x LI  x L2 x Level-3 

Bss -> JA|/(up)<MKK ) 

0.322 Hz 

10.5+0.17f f 

% % 

7 7 

3.11 7 

3.11 % (0.01 Hz) 

b-inclusive e 

566 kHz 

40% % 

-4.4% % 

-2.3%%  (1.3 kHz) 

-0.36%% (200 Hz) 

minimumm bias 

12.33 MHz 

8% % 

0.3% % 

~4-10'5(5kHz) ) 

0 0 

Tablee 16: Triggers efficiency for events of interest, b-inclusive and minimum bias 
events.. Efficiencies are normalized to correspondent events produced within 4ir. 
Tildee sign. '~'. shows rough estimations from the technical proposal. The numbers 
forr minimum bias are taken from TP. 

20.4.3Primary20.4.3Primary vertex reconstruction 

AA  x2 minimization is used to reconstruct the primary vertex from fully reconstructed tracks 
andd those tracks seen in the vertex detector upstream of the interaction point. The procedure is 
iterative. . 

Thee '£- quantity to be minimized is: 
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I! I! 

X 2( .v ,vv )) = ^ { v " ^ - . (44) 

wheree A/-j=(.v,.-.v,: yv-yt), is the transverse difference hetween the vertex coordinates (.v, and \\) 
andd coordinates (.v, and y,) of the point of closest approach of track-/ and V1 is the inverse 
covariancee matrix of the track-/ parameters. Both, covariance matrix and track parameters, are 
propagatedd to the estimated vertex point (.v,. y r -,.). If there is a multiple scattering between the 
vertexx point and the first measurement the errors on the slope of the track are increased in 
accordancee with the thickness of the material and the estimated momentum of the track. For 
backwardd tracks, the contribution to the error in the vertex position due to multiple scattering is 
estimatedd from the angle of the track with respect to the beam axis, which is a measure of the 
momentumm of the track. 

Att the beginning of the fit  procedure, all tracks are included and starting values for the vertex 
candidatess are estimated. Tracks with a large distance (3G) to the estimated vertex position are 
excludedd and the vertex position is recalculated. After 2-3 iterations the process stops with an 
averagee of about 40 tracks remaining. The number of tracks has roughly a Gaussian distribution 
withh G ~ 1 2. The resulting vertex resolution is ( o r Gv, G-) = . 9.6+0.1, ) jjm. see 
Figuree 71. An average positive bias of 3 (im along the --axis (beam axis) is attributed to 
decayy products of B-hadrons (the one we reconstruct and the accompanying one) which are 
includedd in the vertex fit. Figure 71 (bottom-right plot) shows the shift as a function of the 
shortestt B-decay distance. 

20.4.420.4.4 Preselection 

Eachh event contains about 20 to 80 tracks. Therefore, the number of all 4-track combinations 
iss very large. The preselection reduces the number of possible combinations for further event 
processing.. It consists of the following cuts: 

 Track fit  quality. Tracks with jf :<1000 are selected: 

 Particle ID. The particle identification system (RICH, calorimeters and muon 
detectors)) associates one or more identifiers to each reconstructed track with 
normalizedd probabilities. A particle ID can have three quality levels: 

-- consistent ID. i.e. the selected ID has the probability greater than 0.05: 

-- best ID. i.e. the ID has the largest probability: 

-- unique ID, i.e. all other possibilities are excluded by 5G. 

AA summary of the reduction of the signal and background events as a function of 
thee rejected ID-class combinations (those for \1\1 and KK) is given in Table 17. 
Trackss with consistent ID are selected. 

 Vertex fit  quality. Vertices JA|/, 0 and Bs with x2<200 are selected: 

 Mass window. A window of 0 MeV around the central mass value of the Bsis 

appliedd to (JA|/<j))-combinations. 

Figuress 72 and 73 show the distribution of selected J/v|/ and <&  candidates from the b-inclusive 
(background)) and sicnal events where in the latter case true candidates are selected onlv. 
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'_ '_ 

rillll. . ,.,.. .11.1,1.... 

Figuree 71: Differences between reconstructed and generated positions of the primary 
vertexx are shown for the 18800 signal events before trigger selection. The center of the 
;-plott is fitted with a Gaussian (dashed line). The bottom/right plot shows the shift 
alongg the --axis of the reconstructed vertex position as a function of the minimal 
B-decayy distance. 

IDD option s 

consistent/best t 

best/best t 

best/unique e 

di-muo nn combinatio n di-kao n combinatio n 

tru ee (fro m JAj/ ) fals e tru e (fro m 0) fals e 

99 9 

91 1 

88 8 

unique/uniquee 68 

44 4 

13 3 

10 0 

6 6 

99 9 

91 1 

90 0 

69 9 

61 1 

7 7 

5 5 

1 1 

Tablee 17: Summary of muon and kaon selection by particle ID option. In the 
preselection,, those tracks are accepted which are consistent with a muon or a kaon 
(thesee samples correspond to 100%). 
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Figuree 72: Invariant mass of Figure 73: Invariant mass of 
selectedd di-muons. The peak is due selected di-kaon. The peak is due to 
too real J/t|i->rara decay and the other real (|)^KK decays and the other 
distributionn is due to b-inclusive distribution is due to b-inclusive 
eventss including all combinations. events including all combinations. 

20.4.5Decay20.4.5Decay vertex measurement 

Fourr track combinations which pass the above cuts are considered as Bs—»JA|/(|> candidates. 
Forr these candidates a vertex is reconstructed. 

Thee tracks are subjected to further quality cuts. The magnetic field makes that charged 
particless with p < 2 GeV wil l not exit the magnet or fall outside the acceptance. They wil l have 
aa reduced number of hits (less than 25 hits in the tracking detectors), large multiple scattering 
errorss and therefore lower pattern recognition efficiency. For this reason at least 25 hits are 
requiredd in the tracking detectors (hits in the vertex detectors are not included). Each four track 
combinationn must have at least 2 tracks with a minimum of 3 hits in the vertex detector. One of 
thesee tracks must be a muon. A cut. p > 2 GeV. for kaon tracks is introduced. For muons the 
combinedd momentum cut*' p(u.+)-p(|T) > 20 GeV: (see Figure 74) is more efficient than a 
separatee momentum cut. The momentum resolution for muons and kaons is 0.36% for selected 
trackk candidates with p>2 GeV. 

Thee 4-prong Bs-decay vertex should have 4 charged tracks associated with it which are 
identifiedd as muons and kaons. The 3D position of the vertex is found by a x2 minimization 
similarr to that used for the primary vertex reconstruction. Figure 75 shows the vertex resolution. 
Thee distribution can be represented by two Gaussians. a narrow one with a c of 115 |am and a 
broadd one with a O of 380 |am with respective weights 0.75 and 0.25. The broad Gaussian is due 
too multiple scattering of low momentum tracks and is correlated with the opening angle of the 
<))-decayy (see Figure 78). A substantial background rejection is achieved by a cut y}lND<3, 

**  (neglecting the muon mass M((i(i ) ~/:>(u+)-/)(u/H 1-cosa), where a is the angle between the two 
muonss in the lab-system. 
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--

Figuree 75: KKu.u - vertex 
resolution.. The distribution is the 
summ of two Gaussians, one with 
o=ll  15 urn, the second with 
G=3800 [lm (containing about 25% 
off  all events). No trigger 
requirementss are applied. 

wheree ND is a number of degrees of freedom. Figure 79 shows the x2 distribution for the signal 
andd background events. 

20.4.6Mass20.4.6Mass and momenta resolutions 

Thee invariant masses of (KK) . (|a|U) and (J/\\i<\>)  are determined after the 4-prong vertex 
selection.. Bs and J/y have normal mass distributions centered at the nominal mass values with 
aiuLi)=9-33 MeV and G(Jm) l=l 1.9 MeV respectively, see Figure 76. The mass resolution of the 0 
ann order of magnitude better than that of the J/y. The invariant mass of selected 
(KK)-combinationss follows a Breit-Wigner distribution with a width of 5.0 MeV. rather then a 
Gaussiann distribution. 

Forr events satisfying the 3ö cut on the J/y and Bs masses the momentum resolution of the 
Bs-candidatee is 0.24%. A further improvement of the momentum of the Bs-candidate is achieved 
byy applying a constrained fit to the vertex. The method of Lagrangian multipliers is used with 
thee Bs and J/y masses imposed as kinematical constraints. As a result the momentum resolution 
improvess to 0.1% for all four final state tracks and the B,. while the width of the 0-mass 
distributionn reduces to 2 MeV. see Figure 77. The major background in the KK-mass 
distributionn comes from YJn misidentification. It gives rise to a hieh mass tail. A cut at 
1.0755 GeV is applied. 

Sincee the inclusive cross section of ())-meson production is large in pp-interactions we require 
thee decay distance to be larger than 400 urn in order to reduce the background from prompt 
Ó-production. . 

Figuree 74: p{\x+)-p([i.')  distribution 
forr ttu-candidate. True J/\(/—>jaja 
combinationss (data points) and all 
combinationss from b-inclusive 
(histogram)) arc shown. The arrow 
indicatess the applied cut. 
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Figuree 76: Mass distributions for (a) JA|/o-and (b) U.U.- combinations after all selection 
cutss and Level 0-2 triggers are applied. 

ff  r = 4.6+0.2 MeV 

tt ) M= 1019+0.1 MeV 

f'' \ 

Figuree 77: KK-mass distribution for events with a 30 cut on the B., and JAj/ mass (in 
Figuree 76). Level 0-2 triggers are applied. 

20.4.7'Propertime 20.4.7'Propertime 

Thee proper lifetime of the Bs-candidate is given by x=LM/p, where L is the distance between 
thee primary and secondary vertices, p is the momentum and M is the mass of the Bs-candidate. 
Al ll  values used in the calculation of x, with the exception of the primary vertex coordinates are 
thee result of the constrained vertex fit. The distribution has a resolution of 31+1 /.v. see Figure 80. 
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Figuree 79: y- probability of the 
4-prongg vertex fit. Signal (data 
points)) and b-inclusive events 
(histogram)) are shown. The full 
probabilityy range is shown in the 
corner.. The background is 
normalizedd in such a way that the 
distributionss cross around the cut 
valuee of 1% (arrow). 

Thee bias in the z-coodinate of the primary vertex does not translate into a bias in the lifetime 
off  Bs-mesons. 

20.4.820.4.8 Performance 

Inn Table 18 we summarize the effect of the various cuts on the retention of both signal and 
backgroundd events.The overall efficience in selecting signal events is found to be 2.47c. 

Thee cumulative rejection efficiency of background events is found to be 6-10 7. Since this 
numberr is so small we cannot simply start from our sample of 430k events and apply the various 
cutss in succession. The number is therefore determined in a different way. Two methods were 
used.. The first one is based in the assumption that the cuts in Table 1 8 are independent. To proof 
thiss assumption the Pearson's x2 is calculated. For this 2x2 contingency tables are made which 
representt the effect of applying the the two cuts. A ~/_2 is determined from the contents of the 
tablee which tests the independence of two cuts. The two cuts are assumed to be independent if 
thee ^-probability is smaller than 1 c/c. This appeared to be the case for all cuts in Table 18. with 
thee exception of the first three, which therefore have been combined. 

Thee second method assumes that the invariant mass of JA|/<t>- and Lt|i-combinations for 
backgroundd events behaves linearly around the Bs and J/y invariant mass (see Figure 76). By-
takingg a large mass window around these masses the background under the Bs-peak can be 
estimatedd by using a scale factor. The two methods give consistent results. 

Thee resolutions of time and ancle measurements are given in Table 19. 

Figuree 78: 4-prong vertex 
resolutionn as a function of open 
anglee of <|>-decay. 
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Figuree 80: The residual between the proper lifetime reconstructed and the one 
generated.. Level 0-2 trigger requirements and all euts are applied. 

Selectionn requirements Signal, [fraction] 

Triggerr  selection (LOxLlxU) 0.031 

Numberr  of hits in tracking (98.3  3)x0.03 1 

Trackk momentum cuts 

ID-optionss (best/best) 

X~X~ of vertex fit 

3aa mass cut of Bs and JAj/-can-
didates s 

M KK << 1.075 GeV 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

bb^X ,, [fraction] 

0.023 3 

0.023x0.07=1.6-Kr3 3 

0.023x0.07x0.2=3.2-l(r4 4 

0.023x0.07x0.2x0.05=9.7-10"6 6 

0.023x0.07x0.2x0.03x0.22 = 1.910"6 

Decayy Length > 4()0um 1 ' 0.023x0.07x0.2x0.03x0.2x0.3 = 6-10'7 

Cumulativee efficiency (2.44  0.1 )10 2 6-10"7 7 

Tablee 18: Summary of effect of selection cuts on signal events normalized to the 
numberr of events passing the combined Level-0 x Level-1 x Level-2 triggers. The effects 
off  the same cuts is given separately for b-inclusive events. 

20.55 Statistics: signal and background 

Followingg the discussion of event production in Section 20.2 and the events selection in Table 
188 the expected number of signal events for one year of data taking is 80000. 

Wee now have to estimate the background to this number. To do so we have to generate a large 
numberr of inclusive bb-events. assuming (see Section 20.2. "Event production and selection") 
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Parameterr  x. fs cost9), xlO' 3 0, mrad costH*), xlO"- ' 

311 1 h 3 7 (5 lr/r) 
Resolutionn f) ) 

meann value 7.8 mean value 8.6 

Tablee 19: Resolutions of the Bs decay parameters. The statistics is given tor 1 146 true 
B s\\ events after triggering and event selection. The 9 and 4*  resolutions are fitted to the 
summ of two Gaussians as these angles correlate with the momentum. This is not the case 
torr the o-angle. where the resolution therefore is represented by a single Gaussian. 

thee contribution to the background from non-bb minimum bias events to be negligibly small. In 
practicee this turns out to be difficult as particular decay channels, which are expected to be a 
majorr source of background, have a very small cross section and would require non-realistic 
numberr of inclusive bb-events to achieve the desired sensitivity for estimating their 
contribution.. This is in particular the case for decays of the type B^J/V|/(n.|u)X and more 
specificallyy for Bd̂ >JA|/(ju\|a)K'(K7ü) and Bd^>JA|/(|in)Ks(7Ui). 

Inclusivee J/v|/ production in B-decays comprises three sources: BVB". B°/B(1 and Bs/Bs. The 
contributionn from the inclusive B+(B )—>JA|/X+(X") decay is negligible since in order to form a 
neutrall  final state X(1 we must combine two uncorrected charged particles which would have a 
veryy small probability to fall within the tight mass window for <J)^KK. In addition, the invariant 
masss of the JAj/X() combination wil l be much below the Bs mass due to missing momentum. 

Forr neutral J/\j/X° combination (from B°/B° and Bs/Bj this also holds unless the J/yX° is a 
genuinee decay channel and these X° constitute a combination that when assumed to be KK will 
havee a reasonable chance to fall within the mass window for a 0—>KK decay. This is the case 
forr K°-»7C7C and K*-»JtK. Contributions of Bd-»JAj/(M.u.)K*(K7i) and Bd-»JA|f(|i|i)Ks(JE7C) to the 
backgroundd are estimated with samples of 3400 untriggered events where the Bd falls within the 
6000 mrad forward cone. 

AA summary of the expected background from these sources is given in the Table 20, where for 
completenesss we have also given an estimate for the inclusive background rate B^J/\|/(u.u.)X 
whichh is extrapolated from direct estimates of Bd—>J/y(ji|i)K"(Kn) and Bd—»J/y(|iji)Ks(jni) 
decays. . 

Inn addition to the channels mentioned in Table 20. we have estimated the possible background 
fromm the Bs-*xw(yJ/\y)fy decay mode, which has a comparable branching ratio as Bs—>JAj/(b. Due 
too the energy associated with the photon the invariant mass of the mjKK-combination is -300 
MeVV below that of the Bs meson. This eliminates this decay as a possible source of background. 

Becausee of a possible underestimate of the contamination of kaons by pions the numbers in 
thee last column of Table 20 have to be increased by about 307c. 

211 Sensitivit y stud y 

Inn this section we discuss how we extract from the sample of Bs—>J/\|/(J) decays the relevant 
CP-violationn parameters and determine the sensistivity that can be achieved. Since the 
CP-violationn effect manifests itself through flavour asymmetry it is essencial to determine the 
flavourr of the B, at the time of its production. This can be done by tagging, which makes use of 
thee associated production of bb-pairs. The tagging efficiencies and the dilution of the tag 
becausee of mixing therefore enters into the sensitivity studies. 

Thee sample of single events left after applying the trigger requirements and the event selection 
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Channel l 

JWnn)<KKK) ) 

bbb -> X (4jr) 

B->JAF(mj )) X 

Bd-*J/4'Gin) ) 
KK  (TTK) 

K s(7T7l) ) 

Cumulativ ee Branching 
(normalizedd to bb in 4p) 

t ' s x B r ( B ^ J / ^ )x x 
B r (J /T^^ pp.) x Br(cMKK) = 
0.111 x9 .3- l ( r4x 0.06x0.49 

== 3-itr6 

1.0 1.0 

(t;; + td)xBr (B^J /H/ X) x 
Br(J/H'->uu.)) = 0.51 x 0.016 
xx 0.06 - 5-10"* 

f j xB r tB j - ^ /M 'K^ x x 
Br(J/y->> \i\x) x Br(K%7iK) 
== 0.4x 1.35-10"3x0.06x 1.0 
== 3.2-10T5 

f dxBr(Bd-»J/H'Ks)x x 
Br fJ /H^^ \x\x) x Br(Ks->7t7i) 
== 0.4 x4.45-10"4x 0.06 x 
0.699 = 7.4-W6 

? L 0 X X 

f [ , i x x 

£|.2 2 

0.031 1 

0.023 3 

0.03 3 

0.038 8 

0.025 5 

eRK C C 

0.76 6 

3100 s 

<0.011 1 

<().011 1 

<0.011 1 

Off-lin e e 
statis--
ticss per 
year r 

80000 0 

-10 0 

<850 0 

<66 6 

<15 5 

*B/S.*B/S. % 

0.01 1 

<1 1 

<0.1 1 

<0.02 2 

Tablee 20: Statistics collected using Level 0-2 triggers and reconstructed in one year. 
Thee signal decay mode is highlighted with bold box. Number of B-mesons produced in 
4jrr within one year is 1.I21012. Inclusive bb^X are generated within 4K. We assume 
thatt our selection cuts have 100% correlation with Level-3 trigger and therefore no 
furtherr reduction of off-line statistics will be observed. 

criteriaa is so small (1147 events) that we cannot use it for determining the sensitivity. We 
thereforee have generated a sample of 80000 events, corresponding to the expected annual 
statistics,, without doing the full reconstruction and parameterizing the detector performance 
(e.g.. acceptance). The background is assumed to be negligibly small following the results of the 
backgroundd analysis discussed in the previous section. 

Thee sensitivity analysis is done in two steps: 
•• in the first step, the decay constants. T and AH and the relative contribution of CP+ 

andd CP- components to the decay rates are measured first. This fit does not require 
flavourr tagging, therefore the whole selected sample is used: 

•• in the second step the values determined in the first step are used to extract the 
weakk phase. 8y. from the tagged sample. 

21.0.121.0.1 Acceptance 

Thee lifetime and angular distributions are affected by the geometrical acceptance and by the 
triggerr and other selection criteria. These effects are taken into account with an acceptance 
functionn which depends on the proper lifetime of the Bs and its decay angles, i.e. 6. <f> and H7 (for 
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thee definitions of the angles see Figure 84, Appendix). The acceptance function can be 
factori/.edd as: 

A{x,A{x, cose. 0. cos¥) = M(T)-4(cos9)->\(<l))-/ l(cosvP) 
A(T)) is parameterized by: 

A(T ) ° CC '—, (45) 

11 +(ciTY 

Thee «-parameter is equal to 2.1+0.1 ps1. The angular acceptances A(coxQ). A{$) and/Hcos^), 
aree constants. 

21.11 Determination of T, Ar  and CP+ and CP- decay rate contribution s 

Tablee 22. in Appendix A. shows that the Bs—>J/\|/cp decay is sensitive to the decay parameters 

off  the mass-eigenstates of Bs through the time measurement alone. In the absence of flavour 

informationn at the time of production the time dependence is given by RHe "T + Rt e~ 'T . The 
helicityy structure of the decay and a simultaneous analysis of the T and cos 6 dependence allows 
aa more precise measurement of the two components. After integrating out the helicity angles 
andd leaving only the time i and cos 8 dependence we can write the decay rate in the following 
form: : 

== *"<° > / 7 7 rV <] + c o^ 9 ) + 2*. "\ 1 - cos-6) l (46) didcosQdidcosQ " \RH(i)) 

Dataa were grouped in two dimensional (0. T(-histogram bins with Ntj the number of events in 
thee bin U,j)=(ij.  cosGy). The predicted values in bin (ij)  are a functions of V, A r and 
RRLL(Q)/R(Q)/RHH(Q)(Q) = R, i.e../;;(r. Ar . /?). are given by equation (46). The x2-function: 

22 (fi.(r,Ar,R)-N..)2 

wass minimized using MINUIT . The bin size is determined by the requirement to have a 
non-zeroo count in all bins. This leads to a bin size which is 5 times larger than the resolution of 
both,, time and 6. measurements. A large number of "experiments" was simulated each 
correspondingg to one year statistics making it possible to optimize the minimization procedure. 
Figuree 81 shows the angular distribution produced in one "experiment" in different proper time 
intervalss (T/TBS) assuming R - 0.15*'. The angular dependence changes a function of T/TBS. 

Thee x2 function is found to have the expected parabolic behavior around the minimum. This 
behaviorr is observed for data samples as small as 6-10k events. With lower statistics the errors 
becomee asymmetric. 

Twoo different fits were performed, one with the assumption that V. the mean decay width of 
Bs.. is known and another one where F is assumed to be unknown. The results are presented in 
Figuree 82 and Figure 83 respectively. From this we conclude that LHCb can measure A r with 
aa relative accuracy down to 0.036 for R=()3 and 0.051 for /?=(). 15 within one year of data taking. 

)Thee /?-parameter is estimated to be equal to 0.1-0.5 [49]. For the calculations we used the 
J/yKK decay form factors and assumed SU(3)-Havour svmmetrv. 
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Figuree 81: Cos(9)-dependence for several x/xn intervals. Points (crosses) reflect 
"experimental""  statistics collected in the T/lB-bin as a function of cos 9 assuming 
R=0.R=0.15.15. Curves represent the fit result. 

Noticee that the error increases for increasing R when T is fixed, while it decreases when the 
meann decay constant. V. is measured. This behavior is due to correlations between the 
parameters.. The T-Ar correlation is the strongest and negative when the V is free. The R-AV 
correlationn is also negative but weaker. 

Possiblee systematic effects due to the acceptance of the detector (a 10% change of «-parameter 
inn eq.(45)) and due to normalization contribute to the error values at less than the 1% level. 

21.22 Determination of the weak phase, 5y 

21.2.121.2.1 Formalism 

Forr the moment no systematic studies of the tag performance have been done, therefore we 
assumee the average performances used in the Technical Proposal. Assuming a tag efficiency 
equall  to 0.4 reduces the effective statistics of 5 years to 160000 events. The wrong tag fraction 
iss 30%. 

Thee analysis of the tagged sample considers the measurement of the proper time only. In order 
too cancel first order effects due to detector acceptance we intend to measure the time dependent 
asymmetriess of both. Bs and Bs. decay rates. The time dependent asymmetry is given by: 

RR AX)-RTAX) 

ASY/IHX)ASY/IHX) = -i- =4 (48) 
RR Ax) + R Ax) 
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Figur ee 82: Estimates of' errors in \\=M~, F. (a), and R. (b). using the annual off-line 

statisticss of Bs —> JA|/(u.u)<t>(KK). The mean decay constant. Ts. is assumed to be 

known.. The inclined line in plot a) is the line ys=3Gy The error bars follow from the 

distributionn of the errors o, and aR obtained in 300 "experiments" each with a number 

off  events corresponding to the annual statistics (80000 events). 
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Figuree 83: Same as Figure 82. howeverr with the mean decay constant. Ts. a free 
parameter. . 
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wheree R, and R, are the decay rates at time T: 
V a , l u'V V 

A y i ) -- e 

RAT)*RAT)* e 

ATT T , ]-R AVzAVz \ R 
cosh—— 2 • -cos2Sy sinh — -s in28y • sin Ami i (49) ) 

ATT T „ 1-/? A r ii i — /e . 
cosh—— 2 • -cos28y • sinh—— + -s in2Sy • sinA/HT 

21.2.221.2.2 Fit 

Thee fitting procedure uses the Likelihood method. An event by event probability P, is 
calculatedd as a function of the measured proper lifetime T,, the corresponding time resolution 
ST . .. physics parameter is the weak phase 8y. the wrong tag fraction cotac and the detector 
acceptancee Aft): 

i i 
V-T.) V-T.) 

dr. dr. 
,, 8T . 

P.(5y.P.(5y. i. . ST . ) = f/?(8y, cot ,t)A(t)^-e ' 
ll  l I J ' tag 27T8T. 

t=0 0 
Thee Likelihood is determined as: 

A' ' 

L(8y)L(8y) = - X log^.(Sy,T ;,8T,) 
// - 1 

andd is minimized as a function of 8y. The tagging parameters are assumed to be known as well 
ass the results of the first stage fit. i.e. T. AF and R. 

Thee event sample contains 50% Bs-mesons and 50% Bs-mesons. In order to simulate the 
mistags.. the flavour value was randomly swapped with a co, probability. Background was not 
includedd because of its small value. It was accounted for by means of a single 
factor:: f BC = 11 + Rg/S , where R[i/S is taken from the Table 20. 

Thee fit results are presented in the Table 21. The Sy resolution deteriorates with increase of 

xxss = Am/r 

Z?=0.05 5 

/?=().. 15 

R=()3 R=()3 

G(8y).. x 10 2 

ö(Öy),, x 10 : 

G(5y),, x 10": 

10 0 

0.4 4 

0.5 5 

0.7 7 

20 0 

0.5 5 

0.6 6 

0.9 9 

30 0 

0.6 6 

0.7 7 

l.O O 

Tablee 21: Fit results of öy weak phase. 5 years statistics and AI7r=0.15 are 
assumed. . 

oscillationn frequency Am/r due to limited vertex resolution. By making the resolution absolute 
(vertexx o is zero) the dependence is removed. Deterioration of 8y-resolution with increasing R 
iss due to the factor (1 -R)l( 1+R) in front of sin25y in expression (49). 
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21.33 Systematic effects 

Inn the determination of Sy we have to use the measured values of P. AI~ and R as determined 
inn 21.1 from the CP+ and CP- decay rates and the measured value of the asymmetries Asym. 
Systematicc effects in these measurements have to be properly understood and controlled. In the 
followingg we discuss the possible effects of the errors on the value of Sy: 

•• The 5y determination is practically not affected by an error in I~ as it cancels in the 
expressionn for the asymmetry. (48). 

•• The relative error in AV is expected to be about 0.01 after 5 years of data taking, 

withh a corresponding error on Sy of I0"4. 

•• Also the error on R will be of the order of 0.01 with a corresponding error in Sy of 

aa few times 10"4. 

Thee error on As\m requires a more extensive discussion. Following reference [X] the observed 
flavourr asymmetry. Avyw„/)S(T). can be written as: 

(11 - 2 o ) ) / ? - - ^ ( l -2<n)R 
A.sxmA.sxm ,, (T) - =2 (50) 

RR + ^R 
./e e 

Thee rates, R and H, are defined by formula (49). co (co) is the wrong tag fraction in the flavour 
(anti-flavour)) sample, ///'is the ratio of anti-flavour/flavour production and e (e) is the detection 
efficiencyy for tagging particles with a positive (negative) charge: 

•• A ratio ///'different from one is due to the fact that B-mesons have in the average 
largerr forward momentum than B-meson and therefore have a bigger chance to 
escapee in the beam pipe. Our simulation shows that this leads to ///=1.005. The 
errorr on this value is estimated to be few times 10"3 for one year statistics: 
Thee detection efficiencies for K+ and K" are not equal, because K+ and K have 
differentt absorption probabilities in the detector material. The effect is small but 
nott negligible. Calculation indicates that e/e=1.04. with an error of 0.01 because 
off the uncertainty in the ratio of the cross section for K+p and K"p. 
Ann error on the combined ratio ft/ft off). 1 would lead to an error in Sy of 0.01. We 
expect,, using control channels, like B+^JA|/K+ and Bd—»JA|/K . that the error 
A(/£//£)) will be of the order of 1(P and accordingly would lead to a negligible 
contributionn to the error of Sy. 

•• The wrong tag fractions co and co are about 0.3. The error on this value should be 
lesss than 0.02 in order to keep the error on Sy at the level of the statistical error. 

We.. therefore, conclude that systematic effects will have a very small effect on the 
Sy-measurements.. As discussed in Chapter 1 the SM predicts that Sy is less than 0.05 
(CL=959r).. Accordingly the LHCb experiment will be able to detect new effects at the 5a level 
afterr 5 years of data taking. 

Itt means that the LHCb experiment will be able to detect new effects at 5a within 5 years. 

222 Summar y 
Wee discussed the analysis of the decay B, -H> J/v|/((i(i)0(KK). A detailed simulation of the 

LHCbb shows that the detector measures the momenta of the final state particles very precisely. 
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Thee mass of the JA|/. 0 and Bs mesons can therefore be determined with very high resolution. 
Thee invariant mass resolution of the B, and JAj/ is 12.1 MeV and 9.3 MeV. respectively. The 
masss resolution of the <t> is small compared with the natural width (T=4.4 MeV). The vertex 
detectorr provides a measurement of the proper lifetime of the Bs with a precision of 31 ps. The 
excellentt particle identification provided by the RICH and the high precision vertex 
determinationn given by the silicon detector allow a clean selection of the Bs-candidates with a 
backgroundd contribution at the 17c level. 

Thee annual statistics of 80k of untagged and 32k of tagged events allows the measurement of 
thee parameters of interest (T. AT. R and 5y). The relative error in the decay constant. GtTl/r. is 
typicallyy less than 89J- depending on the /^-parameter. For R>0.\5 this error is better than 27c. 
Thee relative error on Ar  can be determined down to 3.7-5r/r depending on the value of R 
(0,15-0.3).. The determination of R is possible with a precision of about 0.01-0.02. 

Itt is finally possible to extract the weak phase, 5y, by an analysis of the Bv-lifetime distribution. 
Severall  possible systematic effects are considered: production asymmetry, tagging efficiency 
andd mistag rate. Their influence on the final result is small. Effects beyond the SM can be 
detectedd after 5 years of data taking. 
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